Circuit Card Assembly
Individual Circuit Cards, whether for new or legacy equipment, are manufactured at Projects Unlimited with the highest degree of precision and respect for their end use, knowing that lives may depend on them. Our in-house testing ensures they meet your strictest requirements.

Electronics Subassemblies
Integrating wiring with circuit cards into completed box/chassis units is what we do best. Once configured, the completed unit is tested according to your specifications to ensure it is a fully functioning unit.
Interconnect Assemblies
The intricate nature of assembling and connecting cabling within a confined space requires extraordinary precision and accuracy. The Projects Unlimited team is highly skilled at assembling elaborate interconnect solutions and fully testing each unit to ensure it complies with your high standards.

Wiring Harnesses
From simple point-to-point solutions requiring just a few terminations to extremely complex multi-branched harnesses with countless terminations, branches, and miles of cable, the wiring specialists at Projects Unlimited are experts at manufacturing and testing both.